
D & O Liability? Check your status.

Regulations pertaining to corporate governance 

are forever evolving. The Hilb Group’s expertise 

with Side A Excess coverage ensures that your 

personal interests from the perspective of the 

boardroom are well protected.

For financial institutions, nothing is off-the-shelf.
Because it can’t be.
“You can’t be too careful.” Seldom have truer words been spoken, 

particularly with respect to the risks run by financial institutions 

of every description. One false keystroke can rudely acquaint your

institution with the limits of your privacy liability coverage. Another

can instantly compromise data security. At The Hilb Group, we 

realize that leading banks, credit unions and insurance companies

of all kinds face a unique set of risks. We’ve built our Financial

Institutions Practice Group to meet every one.

How do we succeed? First, last and always: we listen.
The professionals at The Hilb Group take the time to thoroughly

understand your organization, your vision, your opportunities

and your risks. Thus equipped, we’re able to develop an insurance

program as unique as your organization. From professional 

liability to harassment coverage, The Hilb Group offers you 

unsurpassed protection in an environment where there is 

absolutely no room for error. What’s more, from property and 

casualty coverage to employee benefits compliance expertise, 

we’re redefining superior risk management for a growing roster 

of clients throughout the country.

The Hilb Group playbook: Hand-offs are not a part of it.
When you work with the Financial Institutions Practice Group,

you’ll find that there is no such thing as the second-string team.

The executives you meet on the first day are also your day-to-day

contacts, always there to talk strategy, recommend solutions

and take ownership of your risk-management challenges.

We’re hands-on. Just like you are.

Raise your expectations. (First step: See what you’re missing.)
Nothing expresses the value of our people, products and 

philosophy more completely than a side-by-side comparison of 

coverages. For professional services, employee benefits and 

private client solutions, call the industry advisors at The Hilb Group

today at 800.232.0582.

www. h i l b g r o u p n e . c om

Understanding built upon experience.


